6 MONTHS’ FREE
FIIT FOR
SAMSUNG
WATCH
OFFER TERMS
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1.

Fiit (“Fiit“) provides you with access to video workouts and real-time metrics from your
connected fitness device (the “content”).

2.

Six months’ free access (the “Free Period”) to Fiit is available to new or upgrading
customers taking a Samsung Watch (“Watch”) on a Smart Watch Plan.

3.

If you have already received any free period of access to Fiit, you will not be entitled to a
further free period using the same registered email address.

4.

If you are an existing Fiit customer email support@fiit.tv to find out about offers available
to you.

5.

After the Free Period you will automatically be charged by Fiit at the standard annual
rate of £120 every 12 months unless you change to another subscription length or cancel
your subscription directly with Fiit. You will receive an email 48 hours before payment
is taken.

6.

To subscribe to the offer text FIIT to 150 from your mobile device which is paired to your
Watch and receive a voucher code.

To redeem your voucher code, follow the link

provided.

7.

The Free Period will start as soon as you redeem the voucher code by following the link.

8.

Data used whilst streaming the content and all other activities such as downloading the
app and viewing advertising will be deducted from your EE Price Plan’s inclusive data
allowance.

9.

Fiit is for personal and non-commercial use only. It’s your responsibility to ensure that
content accessed by under 18s is suitable for those viewing it. Content available via Fiit
may change from time to time.

10.

Once you start the process of redeeming the voucher code you will be entering into a
contract directly with Fiit Limited. To subscribe to Fiit you will be required to set up a
valid payment method. The information you supply when setting up your Fiit membership
will be processed in accordance with Fiit’s privacy policy. Visit fiit.tv/terms-andconditions

11.

You must read and accept the Fiit Terms and Conditions. You agree to use Fiit at your
sole risk. EE is not responsible for examining or evaluating the content or accuracy of
any third-party services and shall not be liable for any such third-party services. Data
displayed by Fiit is for general informational purposes only and is not guaranteed by EE.
Full terms can be found at fiit.tv/terms-and-conditions
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